Ship's Officer Beaten

19 Cent Quart Fresh Milk Appears on Local Market; Shipment Seen As Last One Here

"Med-o" brand pasteurized-homogenized milk retailing for 19 cents a quart entered as a new competitor in the Territory's milk market this week.

Mr. Foremost, territory agent for National Milk Processors, which distributes "Med-o" fresh milk in the Territory, says it received the first shipment on the Cleveland. There is speculation that this might be the last shipment of the product the company will receive. Only a few cents a quart.

Foremost Dairies, a big outfit on the mainland, controls the local Campus Dairy through the International Dairy Supply Co. Foremost is said to have bought out the Rico and Manoiana Dairies recently.

With Foremost Dairies in the local fresh milk business through the three dairies, it is reported that Winnie & Co. might not even get the balance of the first order of the 19-cent fresh, canned milk. Locally fresh milk sells for 31 cents a quart.

Like Fresh Milk

Virgil K. Winnie said that he has written to the Wisconsin company as to his status as an agent for "Med-o" milk and is awaiting reply. The shipment of milk which arrived on the Cleveland represents one-fifth of his first order. Winnie spoke highly of the "Med-o" milk which he appreciates as fresh milk sold locally is said to be a wholesome 3.5 per cent butterfat content and tastes like local fresh milk.

Victim of Bucko Mate After 7 Other Puerto Rican Seamen Walk Off Ship

The severe beating of a Puerto Rican radio operator aboard the S.S. Changungu by the ship's first mate, Monday night, caused a real trouble began shortly after the ship left San Juan, Puerto Rico, early in November. The story tells how the crew were turned out by the fact that they have no union, sub-union, war and conditions, and no adequate means of making complaints.

In conclusion, Chief Radioman Albert P. Graham, badly cut and scarred on the face and body from being kicked and beaten, is alleged to have been asked to return to the ship and then was "bucko" after the mate turned around.

Terror C. Smith, To Hear Charges On D.P.I. School Inspector

A private individual has petitioned the territorial civil service commission to look into alleged irregularities in the records of Frederick W. Lemmon, Jr., an inspector or private schools for the D.P.I.

A member of the commission said that the hearing of the charges will be held Jan. 5 and 6 at 3 p.m.

He wrote that he was considering the possibility of using the application for a

Liu's Promise Fails to Save Petrowski From 4th Arrest; Manhandling Charged

"Dan Liu told me I didn't need police protection," said a questionnaire arrested anyway.

So Joseph "Pete" Petrowski, erstwhile political candidate and active champion of disabled veterans, following his fourth and most recent arrest in a series of disorders with the Kerouac Forces VMCA. Two previous arrests, allegedly arising from Petrowski's activities in the food and the dining room, were dismissed.

But on Christmas Eve, Petrowski ventured into the VMCA where he lived for a number of years prior to the disagreement. They were arrested by Special Officer George Christodoulos and two city policemen.

Petrowski, a slender man of 34 himself a veteran because of illness and injury, charges (more on page 7)

U.S. 4-H Youths Can't Take Slim Diet in Japan: Worked With Farmers

Two American 4-H representatives from U.S. farms thought they would try the life of Japan. They were found they couldn't take the diet, a record of the Honolulu Times reissue.

They were Barbara Buffington of Anna, Ill., and Grace Grooms of Ohio, and they had expected to dress and work like Japanese farmers. They found they couldn't take the diet, a record of the Honolulu Times reissue.
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In addition, there were two Japanese who came to the United States to learn how to grow rice. They decided to try the Japanese diet and found they couldn't take it. The results were published in the Honolulu Times.
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Hi-lights of the News

France: Tensions Western Troubles
As of 1950 drew to a close, events in Western Europe convinced the grave problems of the West. THERE MORE THAN 900 legislators spent many days to enact a French president. The secret ballot was introduced, and this theme of increasing government voted on the thirteenth ballot. Previous record was two ballots, necessary to elect a two-thirds majority. France's problem was not a presidential election.

France was in economic and political trouble and the difficulty in casting his presence was a surface manifestation. While Tocqueville was the author of this headache, Washington kicked its shin in trying to influence the election and French policy. Secretaries of State Foster Dulles warned French politicians that U.S. foreign policy would be "reappraised" if France failed to unite a European army. This army would include 12 German divisions and the French people are opposed to German rearmament. Of the five North Atlantic Treaty Organization nations, only West Germany has not approved the plan, but there the legislative action awaits court scrutiny.

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER bucked up Dulles by a telephone call. "For God's sake, France and France have to have permanent peace.

They are in the world, but France is aggressors from which we are attacked by a new idea that has taken over the world. They did not make France economically independent. They made the re- pugnance of the French to the Wall Street controlled administration.

SO MUCH HAS THE FRENCH administration been in a pickle. The Truman and Marshall Plans were slow to materialize. The French government, with the aid of the World Bank, is paying 60 per cent of the cost of the de-Indo China war. The French, with the aid of the World Bank, is paying 60 per cent of the cost of the de-Indo China war. The French administration, with the aid of the World Bank, is paying 60 per cent of the cost of the de-Indo China war. The French administration, with the aid of the World Bank, is paying 60 per cent of the cost of the de-Indo China war.

France is not the only country in a tight fix. Britain likewise suffers in a de- pendency role. With its 120 million people and 40 million dollar annual budget, Britain is running to win the war.

Korean Truce: Peace, Chiang For New Wars
The United Press gave Korean truce second place among big news of the year. The truce was in effect an end to six years of fighting. It was arranged by the United Nations, who in- stance on annexation in Korea. They are trying to bring about a situation similar to that of the Marshall plan, the war in Korea, Iranian situation, in which nationalist groups were independent. But that is very much like a dummy nuclear, a straw in the wind.
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Atomic Energy: Peace Not Annihilation
Press. Eisenhower's proposal to negotiate peaceful utilization of atomic energy re- ceived a favorable reception from Soviet Union. The President's offer came in the same year Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, two American Jews, were executed for espionage. The United States, however, did not join the Atomic Energy Commission, which was set up in 1946 to coordinate the nation's atomic energy research.
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Lot Lane Giant in Body, Spirit, Was Defiant Against Charge of "Treason"

A giant in body and in spirit—that is the way many remember Lot Kamamehameha Carve Lane. A prominent figure in the 1890 un成功的 movement to oust the American missionaries to replace Queen Liliuokalani on the throne, who was placed away recently at the age of 83.

Perhaps he also was an heir of Kamehameha V who gave his giant name. There are still those who feel evidence of legal adoption, rumored to have been planned by the king, may some day be found.

According to contemporaries, Lot Lane stood six feet five inches, and weighed 260 lbs. in his prime, and mention of his physical gifts gets into old historic accounts more than once. In a series written on the 1890 uprising 25 years ago in the Star-Bulletin, an unnamed author dredges from early accounts of the Hawaiians' plans to tell how Lot Lane wielded a strong man named Alona in a Nuanu St. restaurant and threw him.

But his greatest strength came at another time and it was a strength of will, rather than the body. Lot Lane's "finest hour" came in his period of worst defeat, after the uprising had been broken and he stood a prisoner facing death, to be tried for "treason." Others were begging off, pleading ignorance and extenuating circumstances and the like; Lane, says a student of the period, but not Lot Lane. "Defeated by Talents."

His words before the court of the missionary-led republic, as written by Kathleen Fleck Kemen Mellen, included the following: "You say I am a traitor. A traitor to whom? To my country? To my queen? No! I say that you are the traitors. Traitors to the land that gave you aloha. You make

For Peace, China Trade and More Pork Chops
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For a Peaceful and Prosperous New Year
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(Wailuku Sugar Workers)
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POLITICAL SIDELIGHTS

RUMOR HAS IT that Unity House is going into political action in a big way in 1954. Unity House is headquarters for hotel, restaurant workers; transit workers; garment workers; and the group of unions led by Arthur Rutledge.

Rutledge who has something to say, says "No comment" or "Don't comment" on reports of political action by Unity House making the rounds among politicians. He commented, however, that he and his union colleagues are suing up the political field—past and present—behavior of politicians.

The talk in political quarters says Unity House will have a full-time organizer to garner 5,000 bloc votes. Another rumor he is that Rutledge would spend about a grand a month for political action.

Rutledge dismissed this with a laugh, saying that anyone making that much at Unity House would be taking his job away.

Delegate Joseph Farrington sits for the mainstay after a tough grind. The new paper says that his current visit was the longest he stayed away from Washington, since being elected in 1942. The Star-Bulletin reported that this was made possible because Congress was out of session longer this time.

Farrington's paper isn't fooling people. Mexico has been in Washington making the social whirl if he did not go through the shocking experiences of the last election. Friend Judge Deidert E. Metzger with his down to earth campaign is without benefit of a propaganda organ like the Star-Bulletin to help him, nearly beat Farrington. The deal has aired since the last campaign.

"It was a complete surprise to me," commented Senator Fitch M. Imamura, as Drew Pearson's prediction over the radio that he would be elected to the U.S. Senate. Imamura said Lee would be the first person of Chinese ancestry to serve as U.S. senator.

Who briefed Pearson? In downtown Honolulu a few speculated that Lee boosters Pearson gave Lee was nothing but being that he is sponsored by Capital Investment, which is headed by China No. Others see a bigger political move shaping up behind this trial balloon.

PEARSON'S PREDICTION is contingent on Hawaii becoming a state. With Sam King, C. N. T. Taggart, and the like-minded harpooning statehood with the King-Farrington bloc trying to swing the vote, it is generally conceded that the non-whites here are of no account but settee nowhere with the races. Later, statehood is still something of the future.

May the New Year bring Peace and Prosperity

MARY'S COFFEE SHOP

451 ATkinson DRIVE
(In ILWU Memorial Association Bldg.)

Serving 3 meals a day and fountain service

HAPPY NEW YEAR! FROM THE BIG ISLAND

from Okala

JOSEPH AH CHOY
GIOOSHIN AGATO
SANTIAGO BAGUIO
BENNY BOLAVIAH
C. M. TAKAHASHI
W. CORTÉZ
ERNST DE MATTOS
GIL FLORENTINO
ORAL PARKINSON
NICOLAS GARANIO
HARRY HDRITA
RARRY MACHIDA
P. M. HARTMAN
MASAMI NAGASAKO
J. NAIKO
M. NISHIKI
N. TATSU SHIBA
LOUIS RAMARAMA
PAUSTINO ROLDAN
JOSE SORIBEN
M. M. TAKAHASHI
TOMIYASHI
GILFRETO TOLENTINO
FRANCISCO TUGOYAN
THOMAS UNE

from Honokaa

FRANCISCO ACDUL
EKINEN ALFONSO
H. ARAYA
RAMON ARRUJO
HENRY BRONCHO
PEDRO DATO
PEDRO DOMINGO
JOSEF FREITASH
JOHNNY FREITAS
AKIRA FUJIMOTO
EMILIANO GRACOCH
HARRY KAHAMA
ALEX HOKAMA
HIROSHI HOMMA
MARIANO IMIGOTO
KAPU HIJIRI
ROBERT IWAMOTO

from Pauhau

SIXTO AGPALZA
SANTOS BÓTACAN
MARTIN DAMON
FILIPINO EMPE
RUBEN HAMAR
SAAKI HIGAKI
HIROSHI HIYAMA
B. MARTINEZ
PAUHUA COM. STORE
JUAN KAPU LEON
ESTEBAN SALMON
S. WATANABE
Few May Learn Chinese Boxing, Many Judo

(Continued from last week)

Chinese boxing is the reputation of being the most devastating of all methods of self-defense, though it would be hard to find any vital differences between it and any other science of self-defence.

But in many ways of the art to which Chinese have migrated, Chinese boxing is known as a highly efficient...

Rodby's Death May Raise Campaign To Fill Wahiau C-Road Job

Dr. James Sun, former president of St. John's University in Shanghai, planned to take a team of Chinese boxers to Hawaii to exhibit in competition with its own members. Toward that end, he issued an announcement for try-out which were held at the race track on Robinson Road. But the fine result of that day was that he had to abandon the idea.

Stories of the prowess of Chinese boxers are many and there are plenty of uneducated who say there is no art of fighting as effective as that of the Chinese. But there is also another art much more difficult to learn. The teachers accept only a few who qualify by some special way—usually by having a strong arm.

One local business man was told to be proficient in the art, and asked by a friend to teach him, answered, “I can't. I have taken a vow.”

For a peaceful New Year

A Friend

Happy New Year to One and All!

Palama Grocery

Ph. 88-7025
594 No. King Street
Honolulu

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

Let's Resolve to Use Atomic Energy for the Benefit of the Consumers, Not to Destroy People.

J. K. CHING

Like exponents of Chinese boxing, karate fighters are reportedly able to disable their antagonists in a great variety of ways, and again there are almost no faults. Like Chinese boxing, karate is generally used by a solo person, throwing blows andparrying attacks. It is very much the fashion of a boxer-shadow boxing in the gym.

Kempo, another all-out form of fistic arts, is known as the "non-aggressive" art, where in you try to avoid impact and use counter-moves to disassociate the blows.

Among those most favorably impressed were Hawaii's judo enthusiasts, as shown by the fact that the "karate kids club" formed early in the year.

Tohel, a black belt judo man, has heard of the art, as has its originator, Mochio Ishibashi, now 68, who still teaches full classes every day in a dormitory where he arrived in February, and his wife, also a black belt, have made strong impressions whenever they showed—though it includes such things as Police forces of Maui, Hawaii and Kauai clubs. And the Polynesian-Islands Police forces trained the first chance, took a look, and then decided didn't have enough funds to pay the costs.

Likewise akido clubs were formed on all the outside islands, as well as in Honolulu, and they are continuing.

Advantages of Akido

Dr. Akio, a leader in thefield of discuss, says, “There are a number of advantages which the art can be learned in only two months. For another, no high degree of development condition is needed.”

Akido is expected to win many more converts from Hawaii's sports lovers in the future than it has in the past, though "Robs" has received some interest here. Because of this he left a number of skilled teachers in the island, and all requests of his pupils are in accord with the words of Dr. Kuriake.
Victim of Bucko Mate After 7 Other Puerto Rican Seamen Walk Off Ship

(from page 3)

Puerto Rican ancestry of the seaman who walked off.

Radomian Graham, a small, sandy-haired man with glasses, says, "I told them I was going to walk off. I don't think they believed me like that about Puerto Rican he could walk off. But they didn't, he shot up and walked away."

That happened yesterday afternoon, after Graham had attempted to paint tugs up between the seaman and Captian Hansen, who was in the cabin. When Graham, who has been in the ship 76 years, was tackled by Captian Hansen, he was in the cabin. When Graham, who has been in the ship 76 years, was tackled.

"I think that distinctly," he says, "for I was covering my face with my arm. The second mate and a seaman finally pried him off. I'm off the ship and I plan to go back to my home."

Graham, a shoemaker who claims to have served with one more liners than he had served as a seaman, is to the ship. T. N. Davis, Ltd., said it didn't want to see if the ship could be found in the cabin.

Tudguy Hansen wanted to court again and have him back in the cabin, but Hansen, who has been a seaman, didn't want to go up to the cabin.

"It's a slap in the face," said Graham, who was a seaman on the British ship that he had served with in the cabin, "I didn't want to have it happen."}

British Ship Once

They signed on, the seaman says, after the British ship which carried them to Puerto Rico for a long time, was purchased by the ROG government and the captain and officers flown out of the ship. They signed on at the ship's own will, or by personal agreement. They had to sign the ship's agreement to be possessed by the ROG government, after which they were kept in the transportation back to Puerto Rico.

But there was trouble on the ship. Conditions were not the same as those on the ship, and the officers and treatment of them was not the same. They were often addressed as "You Puerto Rican" or "British officer" and with epithets at the end of the day.

Other seamen faced no better and one of a British subject whom the crew remembers as John Wilson, had been working for himself under the ROb government in Panama, where he took his passenger. There is a suspicion that he was a "Constitutional Rights" in 1954

HOLO-HOLO INN
Dispenser General American and Japan
Cor. King & William
Ampale Parking Walkua Inn
Phone: 8-1891

New Year's Aloha!
from HONOLULU
JIM KAERMAN PEARL FRIDMAN EDDIE KANSHEMA PANCHO KONIA T. OUCHI
HAPPY HAPPI YAY! New Year's Auto Repair PHONE 96-1139 816 Sheridan St. Honolulu
Best Wishes for a Peaceful New Year
G. Torii Store Ph. 98-8731 759 Iolani Street Honolulu

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
from Maui Soda Workers
FRANK ALEXANDER FUKUCHI AMFO SAI CHI EMOTO YOKOSUKA FUKUGAWA LAU HEE TAKAWAKAMISAWA TAKAWAKAMIKATOKAIMOTO MASAMUKOKOI TOM MIYOKEN

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
from Waialua Workers
TAKERO MORTISAKI JACK OSAKI JAMES OYABU ISAMI SAKAMOTO W. SHIMABUKURO MASAYOSHI TAKAKAI HARRY TOKUGAKA NORMAN WADA SEYI YAO ALFRED ZAGURSKY

Fallout from Nuclear Testings

Victim of Bucko Mate After 7 Other Puerto Rican Seamen Walk Off Ship

Puerto Rican ancestry of the seaman who walked off.

Radomian Graham, a small, sandy-haired man with glasses, says, "I told them I was going to walk off. I don't think they believed me like that about Puerto Rican he could walk off. But they didn't, he shot up and walked away."

That happened yesterday afternoon, after Graham had attempted to paint tugs up between the seaman and Captian Hansen, who was in the cabin. When Graham, who has been in the ship 76 years, was tackled by Captian Hansen, he was in the cabin. When Graham, who has been in the ship 76 years, was tackled.

"I think that distinctly," he says, "for I was covering my face with my arm. The second mate and a seaman finally pried him off. I'm off the ship and I plan to go back to my home."

Graham, a shoemaker who claims to have served with one more liners than he had served as a seaman, is to the ship. T. N. Davis, Ltd., said it didn't want to see if the ship could be found in the cabin.

Tudguy Hansen wanted to court again and have him back in the cabin, but Hansen, who has been a seaman, didn't want to go up to the cabin.

"It's a slap in the face," said Graham, who was a seaman on the British ship that he had served with in the cabin, "I didn't want to have it happen."
The Honolulu Record, Thursday, December 31, 1953
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Game Of Death" Tells Story Of Cold War In American Classrooms

The effects of the Cold War on American children is the subject of the latest book by Albert S. Kahn, entitled "The Caves of Death." In the words of Albert B. Hoover, as well as other observers, to show that in the Cold War "the Chinese appear to be winning," this book presents facts and figures which show what schools present war and its effects on the children.

The reasons behind the campaign lie, Kahn says, in the fact that "in the history of the Chinese" and "in the history of the world," the army released an item to the effect that more than 40,000 Americans were killed in the same period.

The point of this and other data, Kahn says, is that people do not want to fight in any war. Their desire for peace is "a force of great moral power" to change that situation in the younger generation.

Kahn also reports thoroughly the "Cold War" efforts of those who oppose any such program, including "wigs and chilli."

Well illustrated with photos, "The Caves of Death" by Cameron Kahn, New York, and published by Doubleday.

It is significant of the times that this writer, whose books once proclaimed the facts, now publishes national political and figures, has to publish his own books. Writing "The Time Is Now for Secret War Against America," the New York Times said, "This book has been reprinted. The authors deserve a million readers."

Farrington Opposed

There was strong opposition to the book by the late Governor William Rice, Farrington, publisher of the Honolulub Star-Bulletin, to the government, and his replies are published in the book."In the eyes of the voters of the Farrington represents defense against the enemy, the support is a business man," the book states.

Mr. and Mrs. Farrington have a boy 13 years old who is a man born and bred in Maine.

The New York waterfront under the gangster's control, the background of an excellent novel in zombie, also a "Prisoners of the Sea." The body of Pete Sebelia, a member of the New York waterfront, was found on the beach near the following message: "Remember Honolualo, Chicago, Los Angeles. We come from Puerto Rico." So has been remembered a little bit.

PROPRIETORS OF THE KAM HI, a Honolulu restaurant, recently had $310 last week for selling a beer to a minor, sentenced to 10 days in jail. A mistake was made in the folder and the waterfront, another name for the waterfront, was used in the story. The story is repeated and they prepare the story in the first step in creating the next fight. It's a book's worth your two bits.

LITTLE KNOWN FACT: By Coley Marciano: That his last fight to Coley Wallace whose claim to fame is that he played the role of Joe Louis in the title movie of the same name. Coley Wallace who appeared as Joe Louis in the film," is in a box in the amateurs. That's his claim to fame, number two.

TODAY'S BUSINESS: Mr. Byrne's friendship with Fred Sears Tebbs will be on the agenda of the next meeting of the THC. Perry wants to be in withEstado Tovana but Sad Sam is putting up a yuletide angle about this friendship. There is a rumor that Gino will be in with Sad Sam this year. Perry wants to be in with Sad Sam this year. Sad Sam is putting up a yuletide angle about this friendship. There is a rumor that Gino will be in with Sad Sam this year.
Why Was Important Part of Sherretz Decision Left Out Of Daily Papers?

(from page 1)

disqualification must be a result of a construction at the statute.

Though the court did not rule upon the legality of Kum's position specifi-
cally, its phrases indicate it sees little reason to ques-
tion that legality.

But it finds no necessity for such a ruling for "... ever had Mr. Kum rendered himself illeg-
ial, we are satisfied that he was at least a de facto officer and as such his activities are not subject to 
collateral attack."

What Dailies Twisted

The words of the dailies describe the finding of the court much differ-
cently; critical readers say both stories give the wrong, wrong un-
true implication that Kum's posi-
tion was actually held illegally.

The Advertiser reported that the background of the case rested on the fact that Kum held both posi-
tions and then stated bluntly, "This is forbidden by law."

The Star-Bulletin reported that the court had found Kum was a de facto official and then fol-
lowed with the definition of a de facto official as "one whose title is not in good point of law."

Both carefully ignore the statement of the court that there was any ques-
tion at all about the legality of Kum's position.

Why, "It is fairly obvious," said one City Hall politician, "that they found the decision hard to take."

In Order to Pay Taxes

"... It is not an uncommon practice for the poor native, who must pay his taxes, and whose money-lau is the thing that is dif-

ficult to raise, is in prac-
tice, if he has daughters, young and fair, to sell them for paid in the streets of Honolulu or Lahaina. There they get the money that Kum's position will bring, but at the terrible expense to soul and body," (Letter by "Kauaiite"

in Pacific Commercial Advertiser, Dec. 12, 1966)

Petrowski Pinch

Petrowski Pinch (from page 1)

the three sons of a man called him far beyond any necessity.

They dragged me 50 feet," says Petrowski, "and threw them up in the air and gave me six feet. I went out cold."

Petrowski displays scratches on his body which are not on the toes of his shoes as evidence. He said the Honolulu police quieted the scene and the^

"... this was the outcome of Kino's position.

The successful appeal by the C-C government of Judge Jamies-

son's decision some months ago was made by Nathaniel Feler, deputy C-C attorney. Robert O. 

Dodge represented Sherretz, and after the decision said he will continue to seek some $18,000 in re-

pay he claims is due Sherretz. He did not discuss the merits.

Sherretz has since become exec-

utive director of the Territorial Retirement Fund. After his dis-

charge, he brought action against the\n
commission and won an early decision in Judge Jamison's court. It was this decision which the Superior Court reversed.

"Impossible" To Prove

White Spy Story, FBI Admitted In Report

Harry Dexter White, deceased, is reported to have confessed a so-called " russian spy" by newspapers, radio commentators and Repub-

licans, but there is one key part of the story which author E. J. Hoover nor the Repub-

licans point out. It is the following sentiment:

"Investigation of Harry Dexter 

White since November 1945 has been conducted with the primary object of proving or disproofing the original charges originated herein before. It should be realized that to prove these charges at this time when they relate to activities occurring in 1930's is almost impossible."

"... it doesn't matter any more that smear charges can't be proven.

The Territory of Hawaii has a land area of 6,432 square miles.

Christmas Seals produced by the National Tuberculosis Association are saved by many collectors' items.

TERR. C. S. COMMISSION TO HEAR CHARGES ON DPL SCHOOL INSPECTOR

(from page 1)

The bill is being heard at the school board level. The inspector's report has been released and the inspector is now trying to address the problem.

19-Cent Quart Milk Appears In Local Stores

(from page 1)

is waiting to see if he can continue to distribute it from here and to fill such orders.

The milk which comes in quart cans need not be refrigerated. A person can go to a store first to get the product, has it on the shelf, and it tastes just like any other canned goods.

When asked if he couldn't get the milk in the same way from other firms on the mainland, White explained the "most of" producers control the patent for the process. The Interna-
tional took the "most of" patent on canned fresh milk all over the mainland and in different brands in various localities.

Sour cream, soured milk, buttermilk and the like limit the sale of canned fresh milk now that it controls the patent.

Up to now, international Milk produces canned milk about its product to the armed forces.

Aoki's candidacy represents a challenge to that block of trustees long controlled by the fund's investment, which already has a long list of large trust companies. Aoki's employers see that type of thinking has dominated the board for too long.

It may be acceptable to be retired no later than Dec. 1. More likely, however, he will be counted Jan. 7, 1964.

3,400 Ford Dealers

Asked to Organize to Resist Dumping of Cars

Effort to organize 3,400 Ford dealers in the U. S. was underway in Carthage, late last month, as part of the effort to resist effectively the company's dumping of cars on dealers.

The organizers were not known as letters went out under the name of United Ford Dealers Assn. of America. The letter, dated Sept. 30, said inquiries made by the trade journal indicate John Laws, who heads the Ford unit ship-

ment recently, is a key figure in the automobile trade.

Because of Auto War

The letter said the association would be under the leadership of the Ford company. But it told dealers they are being "compelled to take action in self-defense against your better judgment."

"We are certain the pressure will not be relaxed," it continued, "unless some energetic, de-
finitive action is immediately taken to see that the FTC stops its inca-

tatey taken by other dealers, so that you will be able to effectively respond to this matter equal to that of the manufac-

urer."

"You also know that because of the auto war which is now on, you will have to face the realities of your business forced upon you; and you will have to sell them or suffer the consequences.

Need Organization

"You, or one of your neighboring dealers, may not be able to with-

stand the strong pressures during the next few months and will be forced out of business unless some action is taken immediately."

October 19, 1965

Meantime, Ford and other car dealers are planning on pushing the public to take the new 1965 cars off dealer lots.

SUPER CLEANERS—Expert dry cleaning; pickup, delivery, same day.

CARPET CLEANING—Call for quote. Joe's Carpet Cleaning, 922-9292.

ABOUNDS. Posta, repair-

PHOTOGRAPHY

C. A. R.Quinn, 922-9292.
Statehood's Primary Issue

C. Nils Tavares, statehood commission chairman, claimed that Judge Delbert E. Metzger's presence on the commission is a detriment to its goal of representing the wishes of the people of Hawaii.

Anti-statehood elements in Congress have rejected Hawaii's petition for statehood for half a century, primarily on racial grounds, that people here are predominantly non-Caucasian.

Judge Metzger is correct in replying to Tavares that the present census used for giving the people of Hawaii the status of federal court jurisdiction on the federal court docket on the basis of the fact that federal officials are under constitutional tenure for such a long period as to have an inherent advantage.

The opposition to statehood comes, still, from the racist, Dixiecrat South.

If Judge Metzger who has stood up for the people of Hawaii, whites as well as non-white majority, is a detriment to statehood, all the non-whites are detrimental to statehood. But the people are here. They make up Hawaii. Statehood for Hawaii is in the best interest of the remaining non-white majority of the people of Hawaii into the Union. There is no other way.

Words Against Deeds

Gov. Samuel Wilder King announced that he is going to carry out the provisions of the Organic Act which require that all private sea-fisheries be acquired for the people of the islands. He has instructed his attorney general to proceed with this acquisition.

What will Sam King do in carrying out the provisions of the Organic Act pertaining to homesteading? This is a real issue that concerns the people of the Territory who are land hungry.

The acquiring of private fishing rights for the Territory is a small thing to crow about.

Sam King should have carried out the homestead provisions, Sec. 73, paragraphs M and N of the Organic Act, particularly since he has been in power for these many months that his administration will put land into the people's hands.

This vaunted distributor of land and his attorney general did not stand up for the people who would be in the Big Five firms that Big Five firms put its foot down and said it wanted a certain piece of land at Kekaha which was marked for homesteading.

Sam King apparently knows that the land departments of previous administrations for years have violated the Organic Act by ignoring it. The economic royalists here have been very happy to see the law ignored because tracts of land not homesteading are at their disposal at cheap rentals.

Section 73, Paragrap M says: "The land commissioner shall annually (after Jan. 1, 1911) cause to be surveyed for homestead purposes each two acres of cultural lands and pastoral lands in various parts of the Territory as there may be demand for by persons having the qualifications of homesteaders."

The demand is always present. Homestead the land. A public official who has announced he is for putting land into hands of the people should not back down when Big Five elements begin breathing down his or the attorney general's neck.

By FRANK MARSHALL DAVIS

Statehood And Racism

Some months ago a well known young Negro athlete came here for a series of exhibitions. After observing the people in Honolulu for a couple of years, he made this statement:

"Hawaii will be a long time getting statehood. Too many Nigger votes."

This is uppermost in the thinking of Senator Estes Kefauver. He threatens to filibuster against the statehood bill because this country has not enough racial trouble and he fears that the Territory's predominantly non-white population would elect two senators opposed to Hawaii's traditional racist patterns.

Anybody who cares to determine will soon learn that the major reason for the opposition to statehood in congress is racism. That is why the letter from U. S. Nils Tavares to Judge Metzger, saying that the hearing justice is based on the statement that the people of Hawaii are familiar with the name of Nils Tavares can hold a conviction in a telephone booth.

Peculiarity of Big and Dixiecrat Thinking

Metzger is entirely correct when he blast the attitude that can be seen in this racial element in the South as a whole. As I can say is if the Congressmen have had any reason to make a right smear of mine, is what with racial unemployments, inadequate welfare funds, and the handing over of millions of dollars of federal funds to white farmers and even the rest of us pay super-inflated prices for our needs.

Fact is, the reactionary mind equates "communism" with any change in the status quo. There is an early example of the fact thinking, which called Truman's civil rights proposal a "commie." But of all the employers who had the 1940 waterfront strike limited arbitration was communism.

This is typical for Southern solons and others who resist change to look upon Hawaii as a hotbed of communism. Look at the picture of a campaign in Hawaii not able to base the Internal Security Subcommittee "has proved the Islands, or at least the constitution," he went on to say that increasing the senate by two members from 1940 would have given "too many votes for socialized medicine, the Big Five farmers and other government ownership of industry. Two votes against all racial segregation and two votes against the Smith bill on social matters."

Appeasement Means Backing Way, Way Down

That's a picture of the white supremacist mind that opposes any change at all. The Territory must be prepared to guarantee that the original statehood bill for Hawaii will not only be backed but will not fall below the norms of state ultra-conventionalism.

But to insure this would mean the denial of the ballot to the vast majority of non-Caucasians living in Hawaii, the losing of the rights of citizens and unions and return to the feudal plantation system, and the establishment of a system of caste between Caucasians and non-whites.

We are not prepared to take these steps to allow the land aristocracy to maintain its aristocratic stranglehold against us, but kill quit handling ammunition to the opposition by our false reliance of communism and by the statement, the land aristocracy asking that one of Hawaii's greatest citizens step down and they will be happy.

We deserve statehood on our merits as an American community, and not because we are prepared to prove to the world-the white world that we are so unhappy as they are in withholding democracy because of color or place of origin.